Organic Bakery Ingredients
Trusted organic solutions, created by Corbion

Easy to use
Appeal to growing consumer
demand
Maintain quality and functionality

With today’s increased interest in healthy living, consumers
are more aware and informed about the ingredients in the
food they eat than ever before. As a baker, this means you
need options, which is why Corbion offers a vast array of
Organic ingredients you can trust.
What makes a product Organic?
USDA organic products have strict production and labeling
requirements, and must meet the following requirements:
•
•
•

Produced without excluded methods, (e.g., genetic
engineering, ionizing radiation, or sewage sludge).
Produced using allowed substances.
Overseen by a USDA National Organic Programauthorized certifying agent, following all USDA organic
regulations.

If you make a product and want to claim that it or its
ingredients are organic, your final product needs to be
certified. For complete information regarding Organic
product certification, please visit:
www.ams.usda.gov/rules-regulations/organic
Organic Labeling Standards
The rules for labeling organic retail products, both raw and
processed, are addressed under the “Product Composition”
section of the USDA organic regulations.
The four categories of labeling based on product
composition & the labeling specifications for each are
summarized in the Organic Categories chart.
Corbion.com/bakery

Organic Categories
100% Organic
“100 percent organic” can be used to label any product that contains 100
percent organic ingredients (excluding salt and water, which are considered
natural). Most raw, unprocessed farm products can be designated “100
percent organic.” Likewise, many value-added farm products that have no
added ingredients—such as grain flours, rolled oats, etc.—can also be labeled
“100 percent organic.”

Organic
Organic” can be used to label any product that contains a minimum of 95
percent organic ingredients (excluding salt and water). Up to 5 percent of the
ingredients may be nonorganic agricultural products that are not
commercially available as organic and/or nonagricultural products that are
on the National List.

Made with Organic
“Made with Organic ______” can be used to label a product that contains at
least 70 percent organically produced ingredients (excluding salt and water).
There are a number of detailed constraints regarding the ingredients that
comprise the nonorganic portion.

Specific Ingredient Listings
The specific organic ingredients may be listed in the ingredient statement of
products containing less than 70 percent organic contents—for example,
“Ingredients: water, barley, beans, organic tomatoes, salt.”

Organic Bakery Ingredients
Trusted organic solutions, created by Corbion
Whether it’s functional blends, mixes and bases, or frozen items, Corbion has a solution that will allow you to create Organic
products that satisfies your needs as well as your customers.

100% Organic
Product name

SKU

Description

Caravan® Organic Oat Blend

126376

Caravan® Organic Oat Blend is a 100% organic certified blend of flour and grains produced
following the strictest standards for organic processing. Great for breads, buns or rolls.

Product name

SKU

Description

Organic Grains & Seeds

126375

Organic Grains and Seeds Blend is a mixture of 13 different grains & seeds following the
strictest standards for Organic food processing. Organic Grains and Seeds Blend helps provide
a unique flavor and texture to a variety of bakery products.

Caravan® Organic Bread &
Roll

126453

Caravan® Organic Bread & Roll Base is an organic certified blend of ingredients produced
following the strictest standards for organic processing. Great for breads, buns or rolls.

Product name

SKU

Description

Pristine® Extra

139071

Pristine® Extra is a clean label, Non-GMO dough conditioner that is designed to be used in
Organic breads, rolls and other yeast leavened dough products.

Ultra Fresh Classic® 110
with Organic Flour

139895

Ultra Fresh® Classic 110 with Organic Flour is an enzyme blend used to effectively extend the
shelf-life of bakery products, delivering a soft, moist, yet resilient crumb.

French Breads with
Organic Flour

139634

French Bread with Organic Flour is a frozen dough that bakes into a flavorful French bread.

Organic

Request your free sample
Samples and detailed usage instructions, delivered right to
your doorstep.
corbion.com/bakery
Interested in Organic solutions? Go to Corbion.com/bakery

Sample Support
With R&D support available worldwide, we are always close
by to help you with your application development.
corbion.com/contact
@corbionfood

+1 800 669 4092

With over 100 years of global food technology experience and an extensive portfolio of high quality products, Corbion has a wealth of expertise in the world of bakery ingredients. Corbion is a leading
company in natural food preservation, lactic acid based bioplastics, biobased chemicals and the worldwide market leader in lactic acid, lactic acid derivatives and lactides. Corbion operates 10 production
plants, in the USA, the Netherlands, Spain, Brazil and Thailand, and markets its products through a worldwide network of sales offices and distributors.
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